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1. TH3 PLACE OP ÏÏUCLEAR POWER SDATIO1ÍS IN SI\iSRGY SUPPLY

The development of economic and socia l history in the
20th century can be characterized by a strongly increasing
demand for energy. An ever increasing proportion of the
national incomes from the economic a c t i v i t i e s of countries

:.Iinistry for Eeavy Industry, responsible for the invest—



must be spent on producing or buying energy carriers, on

their conversion and transmission to consumers in the in-

dustrial, transport and communal sectors. As a result,

more and more importance has to be attached to the economy

of the energy carriers and to investigations on the deve-

lopment of energy systems. Among the tasks of a general

energy policy the supply of electric energy has been given

high priority. Decisive reasons for this are the facts

that production of electric energy requires considerable

and ever increasing proportion of energy carriers at national

level, and also that the investment and continuous expendi-

tures on electric power generation and transmission install-

ations tend to absorb very large financial resources.

Moreover, also great prevision in time is needed in the

planned economy with electrical energy since the realization

time of necessary installations is long /5-6 years/ and,

following their completion, these installations are to be

in operation for several decades /25-35 ye&rs/. Accordingly,

the positive or negative effects of the decisions aimed at

the development will be felt on the entire national economy

for nearly half a century.

îhe organizations which have a nation-wide survey in

and are responsible for a centralized planned energy economy

were established in Hungary in the years following the 2nd

World w'ar. Tue investigations on the development have co-

vered longer and longer time periods and projections are

made now as far ahead as the turn of the millenium.

A survey of the development of the nation's energy

demand and, within this, of the electric power demand,

experienced over the past 25 years and expected during

the following decades, is given in SABLE I. These data
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reflect well the changes in energy structure ana also

the basic objectives of energy policy.

Until the mid-1900's the development of electric

energy was based exclusively on coal. The electric energy

industry consumed that part of the country's coal resources

which could be used for energy purposes. Some 10-15 years

ago, in accordance with possibilities of production at

home and with the international energy situation, Hungarian

power economy too, saw the increasing use of hydrocarbons

as the nain road of development. As a logical follow-up

of this concept the commissioning of the first reactor

block, originally planned for operation in 1975» had to

be postponed to 1980, As a result of this energy policy

some 50 per cent of the present generating capacity are re-

presented by power stations using hydrocarbons, and this

proportion is to remain constant over the next 5 years.

In the light of the decisive changes in the world market

during the recent years, which affected to some extent

also Hungary's energy economy, in the long run it would be

unrealistic to increase or even to leave unchanged the

current consumption rates of hydrocarbons.

In Hungary the electric energy production can be

based therefore perspectively mainly on an intensive de-

velopment of nuclear energy and of domestic coal mining.

Investigations so far have shown that coal production will

play a considerable role in future but its share could be

stabilized at best at a 30 per cent level, even if the

maximum possible development is envisaged. It is there-

fore a necessity the dynamic increasing of the electric



power production from nuclear energy to meet the rising

demand in Hungary» In order to achieve this aim the con-

struction of nuclear power plants as the means for deve-

loping the country's power system must be considered as

a definite tendency and basic objective.

She data of the table shotf that, from I960 onwards,

the share of the output from nuclear power plants will

increase rapidly to represent in the year 2000 some 50 jo

of the country's generating capacities. This development

target envisages for the years between I960 and 2000 the

realisation of 12000-14000 IJW/e/ nuclear power generating

capacities. -This program will be carried out at a time

when rapid technological progress in the world has made pos-

sible *° construct reliable, safe and economic nuclear

power stations. It is also obvious that the introduction
c

and thorough mastery of the new technique requires unusual

efforts in many important areas» The present paper intends

to describe the targets and the contents of preparations

in the most important areas in Hungary. These preparations

are significant because the ensuing results will lay the

foundations for developing the country's energy system for

decades,v/hâca will also establish the basis for the planned

development of the country's economy.

2. 2Hxi ]?IRSD HUlíGARLâli IIUCL3AR POVffiR STÂTIOÏÏ

The first Hungarian nuclear power station, having a

capacity of 1760 UW/e/, will be built in co-operation on

the basis of an intergovernmental agreement between

Hungary and the USSR. The power station has been located

by the river Danube, in the neighbourhood of the community

USSR for economic, industrial policy or other reasons.



of Pales;» In selecting the location site the direct cooling

water availabilities, the possible optimum integration in

the national grid have been taken into account, beyond the

conditions of meteorology, geology, populaton density, etc.

Following the construction in 1980-84 of the first

1760 LHv/e/ nuclear power plant, according to the long-term

plans and the "nuclear park" conception, parallel with the

maxiiaua and economic use of the resources of the convention-

al donestic energy carriers, the construction of an addi-

tional capacity of 2000 ivuV/e/ is planned as the second

stage of the development of the power plant between 1986-

90, presumably with 1000 LT.7/e/ blocks.

In the first construction stage the nuclear power

plant will consists of 440 Lliï/e/ pressurized water reactor

blocks of the W E R /ïiovovoroniesh/ type* The heat released

in the reactors is transferred by the primary coolant at

125 atm pressure to the secondary side working .aedium in

3lx horizontally arranged steam generating units for each

block. The working medium serves for driving two turbo-

generator groups at each block.

In accordance with the intergovernmental agreement

mentioned, fuel will be provided by the USSR during the

entire operation time of the power station. The entire

fuel cycle will be accomodated to the regional system

of the CiEA-countries.

Solid and liquid radioactive wastes arising during

operation will be stored, after appropriate treatment,

transiently on the nuclear power plant site, in accordance

with the basic plan, until the problem of national or a

centralized regional storage has been solved.

order to meet the requirements of nuclear por/er



The maximum credible accident with the Pales Nuclear

Power Station is characterized :

instantaneous transversal rupture of the main primary

pipeline with the discharge of the coolant into two

directions,

- simultaneous full voltage outage of the power station

together with the outage of an independent active sa-

fety and of an active localising equipment.

Safety systems of the power plant are improved variants

of well proved solutions used at the W2R-44Q type reactor,

liach of the break-down cooling systems have threefold re-

dundancies: emergency cooling of the zone at the first mo-

ment of the break-down is provided by 4 hydro-accumulators.

The break-down is localized by a 60 000 nr volume condensât-

ing systen for each block, accomodated in localizing towers

adjacent to the main building.

Preparations for construction were started in 1973»

Preparations have been carried out while taking in^e con-

sideration a capacity of 4000 i&i/e/ all the time, for

economic reasons. Construction has been in progress based

on plans of execution elaborated partly by Hungary and

partly by the USSR» The construction of the xaain building,

of diverse auxiliary buildings, of settlements accomodating

the builders and operating personnel, and of communal

facilities has been going on according to time schedule.

With the advancement of the project, in 1976, a Go-

vernmental Committee was established to direct and co-or-

dinate duties at state levels

6. TRABfBíG



The building program foresees the years 1978-79 as

the time v/ksn the main ana auxiliary components of the

first block will arrive onto the power station site.

As a result of a broad public information campaign

there have been no signs of aversion to the power plant

construction on part of inhabitants of the neighbouring

settlements. Regular information is being given on the

project and on the preparations of the power plant's

operation not only locally but also through national

communication media. Public information is considered

as an important task also by various national and local

social and scientific organisations.

It is of special importance that the appearance of

the nuclear povrer station is bringing about arise in the

living standards of the population in the neighbouring

region, either directly through employment involving

higher qualification;, or indirectly through a sudden

improvement of the level of urbanisation.»

3. DUTIES OF STATE AKIIEflSTHASIOH

As an integral part of preparations for the national

nuclear program is to develop legal and state administra-
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tive regulation, to "bring about a iiarmony between the

existing social order, the national legal system and the

\ise of nuclear energy.

±he use of nuclear energy as a new step forward in

technology, the new level of safety requirements and pro-

tection requires indeed superior guarantees. Hew pheno-

mena are the necessary consideration of International

aspects and the requirement of environmental protection,

not only within national frontiers but in regional pro-

portions as well.

Unlike a fev; countries with highly developed economies

and technologies, Hungary, like the majority of countries,

is not in a position to develop or construct a nuclear

power plant from her own resources and therefore she im-

ports the plant components partly or entirely. VZithin this

import the essential components are delivered according to

international practice, and adequate guarantee for safety

is obtained.

Yet it would be erroneous for Hungary to think that,

in establishing her nuclear power plant, the country's

obligations would cease as soon as a contract, contain-

ing appropriate guarantees, has been signed with the

supplier. In fact, this will not exempt us from our res-

ponsibilities of control which we have to bear either

for our citizens or for the neighbouring countries possibly

concerned. This eontrol must include planning, materials,

building, nanufaeturing of plant components and their

assembly, the verification of quality and prescribed

parameters on acceptance of the entire block.

alists and also those i.vho display managing activity in



ïhe nuclear power plant as such has to meet a broad

range of increased safety requirements, so its construct-

ion must be subjected to an authorization to be issued by

a state administration body with a special profile. The

particulars of the authorization procedure, together

\¥itli the name of the competent body and with the associ-

ated remedies, must be laid down into a law by legislation.

This must be completed with the technical prescriptions

and requirements of tbe projects, serving as the condit-

ions for authorization. These latters will be practically

elaborated by adapting for the applying country the inter-

national prescriptions and those relevant in the supplier

country. Prior to establishing rules and prescriptions

information must be obtained on practices in other count-

ries, and use them as a basis for issuing domestic regul-

ations* From this follows that in some cases, like in

Hungary, the general legislative regulation or a part of

it will be preceded by the start of construction of the

first nuclear power plant. In some respect this is a dis-

advantage because there will be certain details which

require individual prescriptions and approval; in another

respect it has the advantage of resulting in a better—

—founded legal regulation.



Based on the above principle legal regulation will

include the following aain areas:

- location and building:

- technical safety;

- health physics :

t rans p ort, s t orage :

- public safety :

conditions for site selection;

regulation of building activity;

ensuring the qualities of

pressurised equipment, machines

and systems;

human and environmental protect-

ion; ensuring cleanness of air,

water and soil; protection of

aniaal and vegetable products ;

treatment and transport of fissile

materials and nuclear waste ;

securing protection for the

project ; registration of fissile

materials; preparations for

danger-situations ; development

of inspection.

in spite of the fact that, in all these areas Hungary

has had at its disposal a high-level state inspection system

and administration practice, being fully in line with current

requirements and dealing also with the inspection of hazar-

dous radiation processes, the appearance of nuclear power

plants requires a careful reassessment of prescriptions

and practice used hitherto»

Duties arising from nuclear safety, according to profiles

decentralized, as required by Hungarian conditions, have
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been assigned by Hungary's state administration, by a

decree in 1976, to existing, official bodies, obliging

them to prepare themselves for meeting the relevant

special demands. These official bodies are directly res-

ponsible to the government for their own activities, while

the task of co-ordinating them has been entrusted to the Hun-

garian Atomic Energy Commission. Following a decision

by the Government the Act of Atomic Snergy has to be

codified and its enactment has to be made during the

present plan period /between 1977 and 1980/, This law, like

other acts /Act of Liine, Act of Electric Energy, Act of

Gas/ will be destined to regulate obligations connected

with the construction and safe operation and also relevant

civic rights»

4. ÍS53ARCH, DiSVELOHïEiiD Mû) DESIG3Î

The necessary research and development and design

base for fulfilling Hungary's nuclear energy program has

been brought about by relying on the existing institutions,

lio complex research institute on nuclear power, nor any

separate organisation for designing nuclear power plants

have been established, functions have been allotted accord-

ing to the traditions and levels of preparedness of the

existing institutions, while carrying out some extensions

in a few cases.

This method was thought to ce effective considering

that a "group on atomic enez'gy" within any of the insti-

tutions will be able to rely on the institution as a

whole when discharging its own duties, and can also act

as an intermediary between its own organization and

11



experts active in the classical fields, us a matter of

fact» difficulties are anticipated in coordinating acti-

vities and eliminating duplications, etc.

.-.t present there are aorje lpo professional men deal-

inn, with special problems of nuclear power plants in areas

aí researen-davelopaeat and design in co-operation with

a high number of experts working ia the classical fields.

5?ae level of the country*s power engineering was

sufficiently high as early as at the turn of the century,

a**- a significant lot of knowledge and experience were

accumulated, the possessor of which are today our insti-

tutions os energy design and research* ïhese have shown

interest in nuclear energy problems for some 15-20 years

and tried to organize their teaas of experts by making

use of occasions like the planning and erection of the

research reactor owned by the Central Research Institute

for Physics or of the training reactor owned by the Buda-

pest -Technical university, etc.

2he country's company on planning conventional power

stations acts, in co-operation with the Soviet partner, as

the general designer for the ?aks liuclear Power Station,

and is also a co-ordinator of activities of the other in-

terested domestic design institutions. 1'he basic re-

search institute of the Hungarian electric energy system

deals v/ith a parr of the scientific foundation of the pre-

paratory nork on operation of the power plant, like pri-

mary circuit dynamics, problems of the secondary circuit,

cater treatment In nuclear power stations, analysis of

breack-do'.7U situations in the primary circuit etc. Reactor

research »ori£ in the biggest zniclear Institute of the Hungarian

12



Academy of Sciences was started in 1956-57» It is here

where the largest integral capacity for reactor research

has been established. ïhe main research fields of the

Institute are: reactor physics» thermohydraulics of re-

actor cores, reactor control, reactor diagnostics and re-

search on health physics. The other research institutes

of the Academy have also undertaken tasks within their

own profiles, ihe institutes of the Academy are financed

from state budget, while research-development work directly

connected with the Paks Nuclear Power Station is carried

out on a contractual basis. Considerable financial assis-

tance is given by the Hungarian Electricity Y/orks from the

latter*s funds for technical development.

It was at the above mentioned institute /Central Re-

search InstiUite for Physics/ that the critical assembly

marked ZR—6, serving for analysing problems of reactor

physics in power reactor cores of W E R type, was built up,

and also the experimental facility for t her Biophysics, marked

M E , used for investigating eondruions of heat transfer in

reactor cores.

In addition to education the Budapest Technical

University offers a considerable and complex potential

for research and development. j'ive years a.50 the training

and research reactor of the Technical University v/as put

into operation, serving as a base for solving sone research

and development problems of nuclear energetics.

îhere are several Hungarian research institutions of

thorough grounding in certain special fields, which are

active in dealing tilth problems of health physics and

environmental protection.

13



Jor a sraall country it is important to avoid isolation

and provincialism in building up its own research and de-

velopnsnt base. v7e have been therefore anxious to connect

our activity on nuclear research and development as close

as possible to those of the CIÕ3A, i.e. the regional organiz-

ation of which Hungary is a member, iirst of all we have

joined the development worlc on the WBR type reactor, more

particularly the reactorphysical and thermophysical ana-

lysis of WER-1000 reactors.

The Central Research Institute for Physics accoraodates

the International Research Collective set up in 1972 with

the participation of the European CiEA countries and Cuba

for a joint study of reactor physical problems of '-"VSR

reactors, using the- SR—6 critical system as a base. \'!e

have shared studies in many other subjects /thermophysics,

computer control of reactors, etc./ on the basis of CMEA

and bilateral agreements.

The International Atomic Energy Agency has also given

a very valuable assistance for the built-up of the research

and development base in enabling more than 20 Hungarian

scholarship holders to participate in continuation courses,

during the last decade, held at different European insti-

tutes on nuclear power engineering subjects. Valuable

openings were given by the IAEA in forms of research

contracts.

As mentioned before, the research and development

organization in its decentralised form in Hungary, in

spite of several advantages, has caused somedifficulties

in respect of management. As a solution for this the

14



•Ministry for Heavy Industry, responsible for the invest-

ment and operation of the nuclear power plant, elaborated

its Special Research Program of Atomic Energy. This con-

tains all those tasks of research and development, which

directly concern the construction and operation of the

Paks ITuelear Power Station and form the basis of a co-or-

dinated research. This work is conducted on a contractual

basis with the participation of a wide range of. Hungarian

institutions. The programme also foresees preparatory acti-

vities for the sake of a more effective readiness. A si-

milar special programme on nuclear energetics was issued

by the Ministry for Building and Town Development, with

a view to give scientific support in the building problems

of the power plant.

The Hungarian Academy of Sciences has also set up

its own programme within the framework of Main Research

Line of Nuclear Energy. It includes the nuclear energy

research taken in a broad sense, based on which research

work contained in. the above mentioned Special Programme

can be completed at high level, together with perspective

topics like e.g. some narro-range research concerning

problems of fast reactors, some problems associated with

fusion.

We think that, fundamentally, the base for research

and development and design available in Hungary will be

sufficient for fulfilling the first phase of Hungary's

nuclear programme.
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5. IIÎDUSÏRIAL PREPÀÏU2DN3SS

The large-scale use of nuclear power plants is tan-

tamount to the extensive introduction of an entirely new

technology, meaning that a complex range of diverse

problems associated with many fields must be solved si-

multaneously. These tasks are very important becatise

they concern long-term programmes of nuclear power in

each country and do not emerge as individual cases.

These new tasks include preparations for activities in

the machine engineering, building and mounting industries

in connection with the construction of nuclear power plants.

In spite of the fact, that s:naller countries are

dependent in general on larger industrie 1 countries in

reactor technology civil work is carried out. generally by

the eo-ontry where the poxver station is erected, even if,

like in the case of Hungary, architectural design for

buildings of the essential equipment are provided by the

reactor supplier.

j?or this additional reason very careful and broad

preparations are needed in respect of construction, which

nust start as early as the design work itself. Although

the execution designs are provided partly from abroad,

very careful and extensive ivork has to be spent on national-

izing these designs, on identifying building materials,

on comparing and accepting standards.

At building of the reactor-part in particular, a

kind of technology has to be used, which is not known

by traditional construction. So this must be added the

quality control and the provision of quality in an an-

usual degree of depth and carefulness.
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'jlhe 'building is based the most expediently on a

company being practised anyway in constructing power

plants. Considering the possession of some technological

knowledge in traditional respect such a company is likely

to accomodate itself easily to the increased quality re-

quirements .

Hungary's power engineering and mounting industry

has long—standing, almost century old traditions. The ma-

jority of the main equipment of the country's power plants

has heen provided by the Hungarian industry. However the

complexity of reactor technique is too high to allow the

existence of a similar base for nuclear power engineering.

Hungarian machine engineering has a twofold task.

j?irstf it has to prepare for manufacturing part of the

necessary equipment for the first domestic power plant

and for carrying out the entire mounting. Second, it has

to participate in the nuclear power plant construction

program of the CÜ3A countries, depending on its own

abilities and on the demands. As for the coramunity the

latter task is considered more important, and it is so

even economically.

The competent bodies have fixed those parts of com-

ponents that have to be designed and made by the Hunga-

rian industry for the first construction stage at the

Paks Power Plant. These include inter alia the feed—water

treatment for the secondary circuit, xvatersupply works,

environmental health physics inspection system, manu-

facturing of transformers and electric generators, etc.

To these must be added those components of foreign-

-planned parts, lïhich should not be imported from the

17



USSR for economic, industrial policy or other reasons,

e.g. reasons of transport. The Hungarian industry will

therefore manufacture additionally different heat ex-

changers, carbon steel and stainless steel piping systems,

ventilating equipment and other auxiliary components, based

on foreign designs. A total of about one third in metal

weight of all technology will be made therefore by the

Hungarian industry. In the long-run the direct deliveries

by Hungary's industry for domestic nuclear power plants

ivill not change essentially since our participation in

the regional co-operation is thought to be primary. This

will have the advantage that Hungary's industry will be

able to manufacture nuclear plant components in larger

series and profitably, in accordance with our traditions

and our present capabilities.

As a result of a recent study on the possible assort-

ment of products by the Hungarian industry for the period

of 1981-SO it seems likely that the production volume of

Hungary's industry can balance the value of imported

nuclear power plant components.

The Hungarian inchaatry is being prepared to meet

this important and complex challenge. Preparations have

to cover the entire cross-section: from the formation

of appropriate construction groups to the conversion of

certain production capacities; from the use of industrial

standards of the reactor manufacturer's country to the

quality control of production units, including the con-

centration of research and development on products and

technologies /putting the stress on welding teclmology/.
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In order to meet the requirements of nuclear power

engineering the efforts of the manufacturing companies

exist be completed with legal, technical-scientif ic and

financing; measures taken by ministerial or national

bodies.

Preparation for raounting technology was carried out

in a businesslike way* The company chosen by the compe-

tent authority for this purpose has undertaken, for a

few years now, some subcontractor's job for mounting a

nuclear power plant ixi another country. The fact that

the personnel obtained its knowledge in welding techno-

logy in this form is of basic importance.

2he method was suitable for training engineer spe-

cialists and skilled workers in advance for nuclear power

plant construction.

She assembly of the Hungarian nuclear power station

is realized by several conpard.es as contractors on the

basis of contracts signed with the investment company

which acts also as a co-ordinator. For economic reasons

the possibility of the introduction of the nain con-

tractor's system is being studied. Active in assembly work

are in part those companies which are familiar in related

traditional areas. Measures taken partly at higher,

partly at company level, were necessary to give prepa-

ratory schooling to employees of the essential mounting

companies, to equip them with technological facilities

and to ensure the quality of the xvork done.

As a result of these activities two-thirds of the

total investment costs of the first nuclear power plant

will be spent on installations and facilities of Hungarian

origin.
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6. TRAINING

The introduction of nuclear energy poses serious

problems also in providing and training specialists in.

the different fields of national economy. New require-

ments are appearing as compared with training for the

needs of conventional power plants and, beyond this, the

need for specialists is very complex as far as vertically

and directions of training are concerned. Not only operators,

but qualified official persons, designers, scientist, in-

vestment and execution specialists are equally needed,

and even these have to represent different professional

lines.

All these tasks carry still more weight at the initial

period of nuclear energetics, at the construction of the

first nuclear power plant.

In Chapter 4 we discussed the most important facili-

ties used for nuclear research. All these and some further

facilities of research and development are bases, to diffe-

rent extent, for training specialists for the industrial

application of nuclear energy, and for design, erection,

operation of power plants and for other related fields.

Since the early I960*s teaching is going on in subjects

connected to nuclear power generation at the department

for thermal power engineering of the Budapest Technical

University. Within the framework of extension training

for engineers two—year courses were started in the mid-

60' s to give participants a special qualification re-

quired by the new technology.

Besides the training of engineers in Hungary engineer-

-physicist qualification can be obtained at the Moscow
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Institute of líner/jetics. Each yu-ar regularly some 4-5 per-

sons receive this qualification to take up jobs at diffe-

rent Hungarian institutions dealing with nuclear subjects.

In constructing the first nuclear power plant the

creation of a professional operating personnel tends to

cause a primary concern in those places where, like in

Hungary, a broadly based nuclear industry is non-existent.

In selecting the personnel xve rely primarily on persons

adequately experienced in power engineering. In addition,

extension training is also necessary, which is organized

by the power plant company with the participation of the

respective university departments and of the University

Training Reactor as well. Lectures are directed and partly

given by the employees of the nuclear power plant.

ïhis theoretical teaching is completed with practical

training which has been provided for in our agreement with

the reactor supplier's country. At first study tours were

organised and then, for a long-term period, 4 years prior

to the commissioning of the first reactor, a training

programme was set up ivith durations of 2 weeks 3 monihs.

Some 500 persons will learn within this training programme

between 1977-30, of when some 60 persons receive schooling

xvith the aid of a simulator corresponding to the type of

our blocks. Participants in this teaching are not only

engineers, executives and staff members, but also shop

foremen, and even skilled workers. It is envisaged that

these trainixig courses with simulators will be repeated

during operation too.

The training of specialists covers of course designers,

investors, builders, hydrological and other official speci-
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alists and also those who display managing activity in

construction, and in machine engineering. Their total nura-

ber, even at higher grades, amounts to several hundred

/some 500/. Training is carried out at local courses, and

at courses of extension for engineers. The number of those

under training at present can be estimated at 150-200

persons.

In improving operation, design, research and other

activities we want to rely increasingly on the organization

of the IAEA through scholarships, scientific meeting and

training courses and by participating in different prog-

rammes organized by that body.

As it can be seen our initial programme of preparations

for introducing nuclear energy maJces use of all possible

and available bases. At a later date, on the basis of the

experience viith the first operating block training will

be more definitely shaped for both operating and other

•personnels.
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Probable develop: 3nt of energy demand

Year 1950 1975 1980 1990 2000

•J}otal e:iei-gy con-

sumption,

10 1 2. kcai/year

Share of electric

energy in total

energy consuLvption,

63.5 260 323 473 650-670

21.1 29.6 33 43 5o

She country's elec-

t r ic i ty denand,

106. ILi . h

Capacity of the

poiver generating

systea, J:,ï/e/

3-0 24.6 35 70 130-140

690 4450 5980 13000 25500-
27500

Composition of the

power generating

system /in terms of

output at year's end,

Coal

hydrocarbon

nuclear

other /gas turbine,

hydro/ 1.1

98.
-
_

9 52
42

—

. 0

.6
37
50
7

.6

.8

.3

38
25
28

. 0
• 0
. 0

31
13
48

.5

. 0

.0

5.4 4.3 9.0 7.5

• * * -
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